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Pursuit’s All New C 260 Builds on a Tradition of Excellence
Thursday, February 16, 2012, Miami, Florida – Pursuit boats debuted the all new C 260 during a
press conference today at the Miami International Boat Show. The C 260 is in the middle of the
pack of luxury Pursuit center consoles ranging in size from eighteen feet to thirty-one feet in length.
This all new mid-range center console has an extensive list of standard equipment consistent with
the award-winning product Pursuit has introduced in recent years.
According to Pursuit President, Tom Slikkers, “We are grateful for the recent industry and market
recognition of the new products we have developed. Our Pursuit team of employees are
committed to delivering new products of unrivaled style, quality and performance. The C 260
builds on this tradition.”
The 26 Pursuit is designed around the successful split forward seating deck plan allowing for
anglers to work all the way forward in the bow area. Storage compartments port/starboard and in
the floor are neatly finished and concealed by molded hatches with premium gel coat finishes top
and bottom.
A forward locking console door opens to reveal a cavernous head compartment with storage and
mechanical/electrical access below. Pursuit engineers still managed to keep the forward console
seating as well. Up top the Pursuit tilt-away helm face allows for flush mount electronics
installation. The helm is protected by a curved recessed acrylic windshield built to accent the
stylish lines throughout the interior and exterior appointments. Captain and crew share a double
wide leaning post/seat arrangement.
An optional surfboard styled vacuum infused hardtop is mounted to heavy duty powder coated
aluminum framing. The hardtop features designated flats for mounting navigational equipment and
has neat features like, rod holders, PFD storage, dedicated electronics box, LED lighting to name a
few.
The standard thru-hull anchoring system keeps the forward gunwales clean and the transom
boasts a notable 31 gallon insulated fish box. Live bait gets along nicely in the 30 gallon tank
located aft of the center console seating.
# more #
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George Hetzel, Vice President Sales & Marketing, “The all-new 26 Center Console is a nice
complement to our growing line. We expect our Pursuit customers and other luxury minded
consumers to be thrilled with this new model. ”
Pursuit has introduced seven new models in the past twelve months; the ST 310 and DC 265 have
been awarded Boating Magazine’s prestigious Boat Of the Year and Best of Category respectively,
a third, the OS 385, continues a tradition of holding the number one retail sales position in the
outboard express category among competitive brands. The all-new 26 Center Console shares the
same pedigree as these leading models and will turn heads at all the upcoming boat shows and
waterways in your local market.
Pursuit Boats is a division of Holland, Michigan-based S2 Yachts, Inc. For more than half a
century, three-generations of this family-owned business has set an unsurpassed standard of
quality in marine design and manufacturing. From their modern, recently expanded production
facility in Ft. Pierce, Florida, the Slikkers family continues to build distinctive award winning
outboard powered fishing boats in Offshore, Center Console, Sport and Dual Console
configurations, in models from eighteen to thirty-eight feet. S2 Yachts also produces Tiara Yachts,
whose inboard power models include Open, Sovran, and Convertible models ranging in size from
thirty to fifty-eight feet built in Holland, MI.
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